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A B S T R A C T   

The use of wire-coils is especially relevant at low Reynolds numbers (below the critical number to turbulent flow 
in smooth tubes) according to its inherent positive features such as the advance of transition onset and, if they 
present suitable geometric characteristics, the establishment of an extended transitional flow in a critical Rey-
nolds number interval [ReCL − ReCT], with a predictable friction coefficient and Nusselt number. This paper 
presents the experimental validation of a new methodology based on the evaluation of a non-dimensional ge-
ometry-based parameter: the TSP (Transition Shape Parameter) that allows to predict the friction coefficient 
evolution with wire-coil inserts and enables to compute the extension of the transitional flow region. The close 
relationship between hydraulic and thermal performance of wire-coil inserts makes this methodology a valuable 
tool for selecting the most appropriate wire-coil geometry for a given tubular heat exchanger. It is observed that 
to promote an increase in heat transfer, the value of the ReCL of the wire coil must be less than the operating 
Reynolds number range of the equipment. Thus, the ReCL − ReCT interval of the insert should fall into this range. 
In order to validate the methodological approach, an application to harp-type solar thermal collectors with 
typical Reynolds number range [40–6000] is presented. Four representative wire-coils, with a wide geometrical 
range characterized by TSP values of 759, 196, 35.3 and 3.1 (exhibiting significant differentiated behaviours in 
their friction factor curves and critical Reynolds numbers) were inserted inside the risers of a modified solar 
collector and experimentally tested at laboratory conditions. Static temperature at different locations at the 
absorber plate, and pressure drop were measured to obtain friction factor and Nusselt number inside riser 
covering the laminar, transitional and low-turbulent regions. 

For a general application with friction factor constraints the most suitable wire-coil geometry is the TSPW02 =

196 with a range of critical Reynolds number of ReCL = 663 and ReCT = 2286 and Nuw02/Nus = 2.21 for 
Re = [300 − 3000] with fw02/f s = 3,82. However, for the case study presented (a harp-type solar collector) it is 
feasible to insert the third wire-coil geometry TSPW03 = 35.3 due to its early transition, with a range of critical 
Reynolds number of ReCL = 364 and ReCT = 2324, and Nuw/Nus = 1.35 for Re = 300 with a high friction factor 
augmentation fw03/f s = 18.84. This geometry also promotes the highest absorber temperature reduction. The 
greatest temperature reduction is observed in the range of Reynolds numbers [700–2000], reaching approxi-
mately 6 ◦C, which represents approximately 15 %.   

1. Introduction 

The number of experimental studies regarding the thermo-hydraulic 
behaviour of wire-coil inserts using liquids as operating fluid is much 
lower than those that are focused on other tube-side enhancement 
techniques [15,20,2,4,27,11,26]. 

The wire-coils are a particular geometry that is classified differently 
according to their working regime. In laminar regime they are grouped 

as insert devices while in turbulent regime are classified within artificial 
roughness techniques (non-integral) along with other techniques such as 
corrugated and dimpled tubes (integral) [38]. 

In laminar flow, the dominant thermal resistance is not limited to a 
thin boundary layer adjacent to the flow. Thus, devices that mix the 
gross flow are more effective in laminar flow than in turbulent flow [38]. 
This has ruled out the wire-coils in front of other enhancement tech-
niques that do mix the bulk flow such as twisted-tapes, mesh and brush 
inserts. 
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The wire-coils, like other artificial roughness techniques, advance 
the transition to turbulence, but have differentiating characteristics: 
usually, when the friction factor curves plotted against Reynolds 
numbers are observed, the integral roughness techniques present well- 
defined laminar and turbulent regions, and a sudden transition 
restricted within a narrow range of Reynolds number. Conversely, the 
wire-coil insert devices often present a more extended transitional re-
gion covering a wider range of Reynolds numbers. In this region, wire- 
coil inserts will typically have a much greater enhancement capability 
over integral roughness techniques. This fact represents a competitive 
advantage with respect to the aforementioned techniques. Despite, it has 
long been considered that the wire-coils are not a suitable technique to 
enhance heat transfer within smooth tube under laminar regime, if the 
appropriate wire-coil geometry is chosen, a transition regime at low 
Reynolds numbers can be achieved with a moderate friction factor in-
crease, in many cases lower than that obtained from other inserted de-
vices that produce greater flow obstruction. 

In fully turbulent flow, the wire-coils enhancement mechanism 
(separation and flow reattachment) is analogous to that of the integral 
roughness techniques but typically, they present a larger shape resis-
tance, which entails greater friction factor increases with respect to 
dimpled and corrugated tubes, so these are commonly used. In this re-
gion, integral roughness techniques have been much more studied. In 
fact, many of the studies employing wire-coils under turbulent regime 
were devoted to simulate integral roughness. However, in many occa-
sions, at intermediate Reynolds numbers, the hydraulic behaviour of the 
wire-coil inserts differs substantially from that presented by the integral 
roughness techniques, as the shape of the roughness strongly influences 
the pressure drop characteristics. Normally, the wire coil-inserts 
advance the transition to turbulence in comparison with integral 
roughness techniques, due to its inherent geometrical roughness shape 
[9]. 

The number of studies of wire-coil inserts under laminar regime is 
very limited. Accordingly, the available correlations to predict friction 
factor in laminar flow are scarce. Besides, in some cases, the validity 
ranges, in terms of Reynolds numbers, are not specified, and in others, 
the correlations are only valid for the singular geometries under study. 
Importantly, some of them are obtained from the analysis of a limited 
number of wire-coils. Chen and Zhang [3]; Nazmeev et al [19] and 
García et al. [6–7] positively contributed to this field. More recently, 

Akhavan-Behabadi [1] and Roy and Saha [24] proposed their own 
friction factor correlations. The correlation proposed by Akhavan- 
Behabadi was established for 2 mm thickness wire coils and was just a 
function of Reynolds numbers from [20–39]. Roy and Saha presented a 
generalized correlation as a function of the helix wire-coil angle and the 
dimensionless thickness for Re [15–39] but they only tested three wire- 
coils. 

The number of correlations for friction factor in turbulent flow 
available in the open literature is higher that the corresponding to 
laminar flow as those proposed by Sethumadhavan and Rao [29], Zhang 
et al [39], Inaba et al. [13] and García et al. [6]. Furthermore, the tur-
bulent ones are more reliable. More recently, Jafari Nasr et al. [14], San 
et al[28],Sharafeldeen et al. [30]published new correlations. Never-
theless, in the optimum wire-coil operating range (transitional and low 
turbulent regime Re ≤ 4000), the information is scarce. 

From the year 2000, the most well-known works on single phase heat 
transfer enhancement by employing wire coils are those of Wang and 
Sunden [37], García et al [6–9], Naphon [18], Promvonge et al [22] and 
Gunes et al [10]. In a recent review on heat transfer and flow mecha-
nisms within enhanced heat exchangers, Kumar et al [17] mentioned 
that wire coils are beginning to gain popularity due to their low cost and 
good performance. Nevertheless, the works that have appeared recently 
are developed under smooth tube turbulent flow, such as those by San et 
al [28] or Hong et al [12]. San et al [28] presented heat transfer and 
pressure data employing air and water as working fluids. They tested 
nine wire-coils and proposed two heat transfer empirical equations for 
air valid for Re (3718–17157); p/d (1.304–2.319); e/d (0.0725–0.134) 
and for water valid for Re (5510–15080); p/d (1.304–2.319); e/ 
d (0.0725–0.134). Hong et al [12] performed thermal and pressure drop 
tests for 13 different wire-coil inserts employing air as the working fluid 
for Reynolds numbers ranging from 6000 to 20,000. 

As previously exposed, the thermal correlations available have 
basically been obtained for turbulent flow, where the wire-coils show 
their worst enhancement potential. The development of correlations for 
smaller Reynolds numbers is much more complicated by the presence of 
different flow regimes [7] and of different thermal mechanisms (mixed 
and forced convection). This lack of availability prevents a more wide-
spread use [7]. In this context, Pérez-García et al [21] used a large 
experimental database of the friction factor for a wide wire-coil geo-
metric range with data covering all flow regions (laminar, transitional 

Nomenclature 

cp [J/kgK], Specific heat 
d [m], Inner tube diameter 
dh [m], Hydraulic diameter 
e [m], Wire-coil thickness 
f –, Fanning friction factor 
G [kg/s], Mass flow rate 
k [W/mK], Thermal conductivity 
le [m], Hydrodynamic entry length 
lp [m], Distance between pressure ports 
p [m], Wire-coil pitch 
Δp [Pa], Static pressure drop 
T [◦C], Static temperature 
tm [◦C], Mean static fluid temperature in pressure tests 
U [m/s], Fluid velocity 
q́́ [W/m2], Heat flux per square meter 

Special Characters 
β [K− 1], Thermal expansion coefficient 
ρ [kg/m3], Density 
μ [Pa.s], Dynamic viscosity 

Parameters 
Re Reynolds number 
Pr Prandtl number 
TSP Transition Shape Parameter 

Subscripts 
CL Critical laminar conditions (ending laminar flow regime) 
CT Critical turbulent conditions (beginning low turbulent flow 

regime) 
H High TSP 
I Intermediate TSP 
in Inlet conditions 
L Low TSP 
m Bulk flow conditions 
out Outlet conditions 
s Smooth 
T Turbulent fluid flow regime 
Tr Transitional fluid flow regime 
p Wall 
w Wire-coil  
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and low turbulent), and established new correlations to predict the 
critical Reynolds numbers that delimit the ending of the laminar region 
(ReCL) and the beginning of the turbulent region (ReCT) as functions of 
the inserts’ geometrical parameters. Likewise, the authors grouped the 
wire-coil inserts by families based on the evolution of the observed 
friction factor and proposed a new geometrical based dimensionless 
number, the Transitional Shape Parameter (TSP), that allows to infer the 
wire coils’ hydraulic behaviour. Additionally, specific friction factor 
correlations according to the insert TSP value were developed for the 
different flow regions. 

More recently, different approaches have been reported in the 
literature. Provonge et al (2022) studied the thermal–hydraulic perfor-
mance of a solar receiver heat exchanger equipped with a new design of 
longitudinal-vortex generator placed on the absorber, using air for Re 
(5000–25000). Wang et al [36] explore experimentally the effect of 
turbulent pulsatile flow in a serpentine channel with an innovative 

winglike turbulators for Re = 10000 and finally, Verma et al [34] carried 
out a numerical study to predict the transient thermal performance of a 
PCM embedded parallel flow solar air heater during a 24 h working 
cycle. Artificial intelligence methods have been employed to predict the 
thermal and hydraulic characteristics in enhanced heat exchangers [32]. 
For twisted-tapes the use of response surface method (RSM), genetic 
algorithm, and Taguchi approach has also been applied [16]. To find the 
most adequate wire-coil insert to enhance a heat exchanger, Sharifi et al 
[31] employed 3D numerical simulations, artificial neural network 
(ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA) and Subasi and Erdem [33] intro-
duced as an integrated optimization methodology, a hybrid approach 
that combines Multi-objective Optimization and Multiple-criteria Deci-
sion-making techniques. 

In summary, as stated by Sharifi et al [31], many works have studied 
wire-coil inserts and concluded that they were a feasible enhancement 
technique for heat-exchangers, but they have not provided a clear 
approach to find and select the optimum helical wire at specific condi-
tions to enhance the overall efficiency of heat-exchangers. 

This paper presents the experimental validation of the proposed 
methodological approach for wire-coil selection. It is based on the direct 
relationship between the hydraulic and thermal behaviour of wire-coils 
being used as a passive heat transfer enhancement technique. The 
experimental tests carried out for validation purpose were performed 
using a modified harp type flat-plate solar collector. This case study is a 
very interesting engineering application, since the fluid flow regime can 
be laminar, transitional or low turbulent, depending on the operating 
conditions. The experimental tests performed were aimed to obtain; the 
static temperature at different locations at the absorber plate, and the 
pressure drop and the heat transfer rate inside the modified risers of a 
solar collector equipped with four different geometries of wire-coil in-
serts characterized by the following TSP values: 759, 196, 35.3 and 3.1, 
in order to have a full representation of the different categories. 

2. Experimental set-up 

The experimental set-up to carry out friction factor and heat transfer 
tests is described in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Two closed circuits are connected through a flat-plate heat 
exchanger (7). The main circuit for friction factor tests contains the test 
section in which the smooth tubes and the tubes with inserted devices 
are tested (1). In this main circuit; pressure (2), temperature (3) and 
mass flow rate (4) data are monitored. The flow is pumped (6) to the test 

Fig. 1. Test section layout for friction factor (1) Tubes with inserted devices 
test section (2) Differential manometers (low and high pressure ranges) (3) 
Temperature sensors (4) Coriolis Mass Flowmeters (5) Regulator Valve (6) 
Centrifugal Pump (7) Flat Plate Heat exchanger (8) Filling pump and (9) Water 
tank (10) Chiller. 

Fig. 2. Test section layout for heat transfer.  
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section where three tubes with wire-coil insert devices are tested. Each 
tube has two pressure taps separated from each other 1.4 m, in order to 
compute the average pressure drop at the differential pressure ma-
nometers. These manometers allow different pressure range measure-
ments. The LD301 Smar (lower pressure range) allows to carry out 
laminar flow measurements in inserted tubes up to 50 mbar and the 
LD303 Smar (higher pressure range) for turbulent flow measurements 
up to 500 mbar. In Annex II, the uncertainty analysis procedures and the 
measurement accuracy including the technical data by the manufac-
turers are provided. 

Due to the need to perform tests at different temperatures, it is 
essential to include a secondary circuit in the test-bench that keeps the 
main circuit flow at the established test temperature. In order to carry 
out heat transfer tests, the angle of inclination of the three tubes test- 
section with inserted wire coils is modified to be representative of the 
real operating conditions in solar collectors. The section is upper heated 
by means of an electrical blanket. 

Two heat transfer sections are measured. The total length of the riser 
is 1900 mm. Section J (See Fig. 3a) is located 1610 mm downstream of 
port inlet, and seven thermocouples are located peripherally at the outer 
tube wall. The second test section is located at the absorber panel (See 
Fig. 3b) at 1290 mm from the inlet. In this cross section, 4 thermocou-
ples are placed on both sides of the central tube and one on the central 
tube. The first sensor, thermocouple A, is located 55 mm to the left of the 
central tube. The thermocouple E is placed symmetrically to the A on the 
right side. The thermocouples B and C are placed on the left side at 25 
and 10 mm from the tube, respectively. Finally, thermocouple D is 
placed at the tube wall. 

3. Methodology 

The methodology proposed is aimed to provide a criterion to select, 
from a set of possible wire-coil geometries, defined by their dimen-
sionless pitch (p/d), and thickness (e/d), the most feasible ones ac-
cording to the operating conditions of the thermal equipment. When 
selecting a wire-coil for a given problem, the operating flow rate of the 
equipment as well as the permissible increase in the friction factor must 
be taken into account. 

As a result, the optimal wire coil for a given application will be the 

one that, due to its geometric characteristics, develops an extended 
transition region as wide as possible, and that fits within the range of 
Reynolds numbers of the application under study, also maintaining a 
friction coefficient as low as possible that remains almost constant. 

All the wire-coils presents a purely laminar region up to ReCL 
(beginning of the transition region). In this region, it is expected that the 
wire-coils show a non-remarkable thermal enhancement and would not 
be the optimal working region, because of a limited flow disturbance. 
Within the transition region, it can be steadily developed over a wide 
region of Reynolds numbers or, in some cases, it can present a sharp 
transition (as that typically displayed by smooth tubes) but the onset of 
transition occurs at much lower Reynolds numbers. In some cases, in this 
transition region, a gradual increase in the friction factor with the 
Reynolds number can be observed, while in other cases the friction 
factor remains practically constant between the interval ReCL-ReCT [21]. 
In summary, for a given heat transfer equipment, the best thermal per-
formance is expected for the wire coil inserts which exhibit this last 
characteristic behaviour of the friction factor within the equipment 
working Reynolds range. 

The application chosen for validation purposes was a solar thermal 
collector, as it presents a wide variability of flow regimes, and the 
associated heat transfer mechanisms are complex [5]. This is due to its 
inherent variable characteristics, such as: the working mode (forced 
circulation or thermosyphons), the flow regime (laminar, in transition or 
turbulent), the collector type (harp or serpentine), the working fluid 
properties (from 100 % water to 50 % mix water-glycol) and the oper-
ating temperature (15 to 90 ◦C). For a specific application, the typical 
operating ranges of the flat-plate solar collector should be well known to 
accurately select the optimal wire-coil insert. 

In this work, a flat plate solar collector which uses water as the heat 
transfer fluid in a temperature range between 15 and 40 ◦C, and a mass 
flow rate per tube between 0.3 and 50 kg/h has been studied. The cor-
responding Reynolds number range is Re = 40–6000. The heat flux 
applied at the absorber plate is 800 W/m2. A set of four wire-coil ge-
ometries have been considered for heat transfer enhancement in this 
thermal equipment (See Table 1). 

The validation of the methodology proposed for selecting the 
geometrical characteristics of the optimal wire-coil for a specific appli-
cation is summarized in Fig. 4 and consists of the following steps: 

Fig. 3. Test section details: (a) Heat transfer test section J, location of the thermocouples, (b) Heat transfer absorber test section. Axial location at 1290 mm.  

Table 1 
Classification of the wire-coils according to the dimensionless parameter TSP:  

Wire-coil d (mm) p (mm) e (mm) p/d e/d p/e TSP Classification 

W01 7  10.5  0.7  1.50  0.100  15.00  759.0 TSP > 750 
W02 7  7.0  0.5  1.00  0.007  14.00  196.0 10 < TSP < 750 
W03 7  7.5  1.4  1.07  0.200  5.36  35.3 10 < TSP < 750 
W04 7  3.5  0.7  0.50  0.100  5.00  3.1 TSP < 10  
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I. Computing the TSP (Eq. (1)) value of the wire-coil inserts can-
didates according to the range of Reynolds number for a specific 
application  

II. Obtaining the critical Reynolds numbers of the ending of laminar 
flow region (ReCL) and begining of the turbulent flow region 
(ReCT) (Eq. (2), (3)) and comparing with experimental results  

III. Selecting the specific correlations to obtain friction coefficient 
(Annex I) and comparing with experimental results plotting 
friction curves in the different flow regions  

IV. Predicting optimal wire-coil geometry and analysis of thermal 
experimental results 

As aforementioned, the range of operating Reynolds numbers in the 
application under study should overlap as closely as possible with the 
range of the extended transition region generated by the wire-coils. This 
can be predicted by using the correlations of the critical Reynolds 
numbers and those which provides the evolution of the friction coeffi-
cient, which are dependent of the TSP parameter and therefore on the 
geometric characteristics of the insert. In this case, for the validation of 
the methodology, what has been done was to select four wire coil inserts, 
representative of each one of the different TSP categories (High, Inter-
mediate, Low). The geometric characteristics of these four wire-coils are 
summarized in “Table 1′′ and later in ”Table 2′′ the limit values of the 
extended transition region are computed. The TSP definition and cor-
relations employed in this section (Eqs. (1)–(3)) were obtained from 
Pérez-García et al work [21].  

I. Computing the TSP value of the wire-coil inserts 

Fig. 5 depicts the wire coil geometrical parameters and a Sketch of a 
wire coil inserted in a smooth tube. 

The dimensionless parameter TSP (Transition Shape Parameter) 
enables the classification of the wire-coil inserts. It is defined as: 

TSP =
(p/d)5

(e/d)2 (1) 

In Table 1, the dimensionless parameter TSP is presented for each 
wire-coil employed allowing to classify them according to the computed 
values. 

The TSP allows to predict the different evolution of the friction factor 
coefficient with Reynolds number in the transition region, in compari-
son with smooth tubes. From Pérez-García et al [21] work, the following 
friction factor trends are expected for the specimens tested:  

▪ W01: a wire-coil insert with a TSP > 750 (High), a non-abrupt 
change in tendency is expected within transition and extends 
over a wide region of Reynolds numbers.  

▪ W02 and W03: grouped in 10 < TSP < 750 (Intermediate), the 
evolution of friction factor presents different trends, but the 
dominant factor is the dimensionless thickness. Thus, for e/d <
0.1 the friction factor is expected to smoothly rise in the tran-
sition region, whereas for e/d = 0.2 it remains constant in the 
transition region. 

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the proposed methodology.  

Table 2 
Critical Reynolds numbers for laminar and turbulent flow (predicted and experimental values).    

ReCL ReCT 

Wire Coil TSP Correlations Experimental Rel. Error (%) Correlations Experimental Rel. Error (%) 

W01 759.0 509 500 1.8 2516 2300 8.6 
W02 196.0 663 675 1.8 2286 2150 5.9 
W03 35.3 364 355 2.5 2324 2300 1.0 
W04 3.1 638 630 1.3 1936 1890 2.4  

Fig. 5. (a) Wire Coil Geometry. (b) Sketch of a wire coil inserted inside a smooth tube.  
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▪ W04: a wire-coil insert with a TSP < 10 (Low) as an enhance-
ment device, the friction factor reflects the smooth tube 
behaviour. Thus, an abrupt rise of the friction factor in the 
transition region is predicted.  

II. Obtaining the critical Reynolds numbers of the ending of 
laminar flow region (ReCL) and begining of the turbulent flow 
region (ReCT) 

The correlations to predict the critical Reynolds numbers for ending 
laminar flow regime (Eq. (2)) and beginning of low turbulent flow 
regime (Eq. (3)) are: 

ReCL = 5.710(p/d)− 2.407
+ 144.229(p/d)− 0.167

(e/d)− 0.575 (2)  

ReCT = − 347.213+ 2633.779(p/d)0.206 (3) 

The results obtained are shown on Table 2 and also the experimental 
values are provided for comparison purposes. They allow to assess the 
following hydraulic behaviour for the specimens tested:  

III. Selecting the specific correlations to obtain friction coefficient 

The employed correlations allow to accurately predict the friction 
factor curve evolution in the different flow regimes without the need of 
carrying out experimental tests as depicted in Fig. 6. For validation 
purposes the friction factor curve for each insert has been experimen-
tally obtained for Re = 60–6000. The analysis will focus on five repre-
sentative Reynolds numbers: 300, 700, 940, 2000, 3000. 

Table 3 shows the average deviation for the wire-coil insert devices 
studied of the correlated against the experimental data. The experi-
mental procedure has been validated through smooth tube testing. 

There is a good agreement between the analytical and the experimental 
results of the smooth tube, thus ensuring the validity of the measure-
ment procedure. The maximum error encountered at Re = 60 represents 
a 7 % deviation regarding the theoretical laminar solution.  

IV. Predicting optimal wire-coil geometry and analysis of thermal 
experimental results 

The information obtained through a detailed analysis of the friction 
factor curves allows to select the most appropriate insert geometry for a 
given application. In Fig. 6 it is highlighted the end of the laminar region 
(characterized by ReCL,) and the beginning of the fully turbulent regime 
(characterized by ReCT) for each wire coil studied. Between ReCL and 
ReCT the friction factor curve shows an almost constant slope. The W03 
specimen is the one that most disturbs the flow due to its high e/d ratio, 
markedly anticipating the end of the laminar regime (ReCL = 364) 
showing the widest range between ReCL and ReCT followed by W01, W02 
and finally W04. 

The wire-coils with intermediate and high TSP values present 
smoother transitions with a wider Reynolds numbers range where the 
friction curve does not show a change of trend (extended transition re-
gion). This suggests a predictable hydraulic behaviour of these devices 
in that region. Solar collectors typically experiment wide temperature 
fluctuations which entails large Reynolds number variation. The afore-
mentioned wire coils would be a good option assuring that their ReCL - 
ReCT interval matches the operating solar collector Reynolds number 
range. It is shown how wire coil with the lowest TSP (W04) presents an 
abrupt transition to turbulent flow. This specimen will have an uncertain 
behaviour around its critical laminar Reynolds number, which clearly 
makes inadvisable its use within solar collectors working at those mass 

Fig. 6. Friction factor evolution. Experimental results, ReCL, ReCT and correlations.  

Table 3 
Average percentage errors for wire coils, smooth tube (correlation data vs empirical data).   

Laminar region Trasitional region Turbulent region  

Max. error 
Correl. 

Max 
Dev. 

Average Error 
correl. 

Dev. 
Aver. 

Max. error 
Correl. 

Max 
Dev. 

Average Error 
correl. 

Dev. 
Aver. 

Max. error 
Correl. 

Max 
Dev. 

Average Error 
correl. 

Dev. 
Aver. 

W01 9.3 % 10.0 % 6.5 % 3.2 % 22.9 % 13.8 % 9.2 % 8.9 % 23.6 % 10.0 % 8.4 % 7.5 % 
W02 12.1 % 18.2 % 7.7 % 10.7 % 14.1 % 17.3 % 6.7 % 12.5 % 14.9 % 10.3 % 7.7 % 8.5 % 
W03 18.0 % 7.8 % 1.5 % 2.1 % 14.1 % 16.1 % 6.7 % 12.4 % 4.0 % 6.2 % 0.3 % 2.0 % 
W04 6.4 % 20.7 % 3.9 % 4.5 % 23.4 % 12.7 % 16.5 % 2.1 % 6.9 % 3.1 % 3.1 % 0.4 % 
Smooth  7.0 %  1.0 %      3.5 %  2.5 %  
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flow rate ranges. 
Due to the direct link between the flow pattern and the heat transfer, 

the calculation of the TSP, ReCL and ReCT and friction factor evolution 
allows to infer the expected thermal behaviour of an equipment with 
wire coil inserts in relation to the standard one. 

In the laminar region (Re < ReCL) the wire-coils do not disturb the 
flow enough to promote a significant rise in heat transfer. As soon as a 
given wire coil promotes transition (Re > ReCL) heat transfer will be 
increased. In a smooth tube working at a given Reynolds number, the 
highest heat transfer augmentation will be obtained if there is laminar 

Table 4 
Friction factor increase (fw/fs) for the wire-coils studied.  

fw/ 
fs 

(Re =
300) 

(Re =
700) 

(Re =
940) 

(Re =
2000) 

(Re =
3000) 

Average 

W01  2.0  2.6  3.5  8.0  5.4  4.30 
W02  1.3  1.9  2.8  7.5  5.6  3.82 
W03  5.9  12.3  17.0  34.0  25.0  18.84 
W04  2.0  3.6  6.5  15.6  12.0  7.94  

Fig. 7. Thermal results at the absorber plate for Re = 300–3000.  
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flow at the smooth tube and either transitional or turbulent flow when a 
wire coil is inserted. When the smooth tube is at turbulent regime, the 
use of wire coils will have a reduced impact on heat transfer augmen-
tation that in many cases do not compensate the increase in pressure 
drop. 

The increase in pressure loss produced by the inserts is an important 
factor to be considered depending on the application where the heat 
exchanger is installed. In order to focus the study, five representative 
Reynolds numbers were studied: 300, 700, 940, 2000, 3000, as high-
lighted in Fig. 6. 

Table 4 displays the results obtained in terms of friction factor 

increase in comparison with smooth tube results fw/fs. The wire coil W03 
is the one that induces significantly higher pressure drop, accounting for 
6 to 34 times the head losses of the smooth tube, due to its high e/ 
d value. The wire-coils W01 and W02 produce more moderate increases, 
up to 8 times the pressure loss of the smooth tube. As expected, the 
maximum increases are observed when there is turbulent regime with 
wire-coils and still laminar flow in the smooth tube (Re = 2000). 

For Reynolds numbers around 300, the only insert capable of 
significantly disturbing the flow is W03 with a ReCL of 364. However, for 
Reynolds between 700 and 2000, the best thermohydraulic behaviour 
would be associated with the wire-coils W01 and W02, which signifi-
cantly disturb the flow with moderate increases in the friction factor in 

Table 5 
Nusselt number values at section J and associated uncertainty value for Re = 250–3000.   

Re = 300 Re = 700 Re = 940 Re = 2000 Re = 3000 Average  

Nu uNU(%) Nu uNU(%) Nu uNU(%) Nu uNU(%) Nu uNU(%) Nuw/Nus 

Smooth  6.5  0.43  7.0  0.54  6.9  0.58  6.5  0.9 14 3  
W01  4.6  0.25  10.8  1.20  20.8  5.03  51.3  50.9 – –  2.67 
W02  2.9  0.18  9.8  0.83  16.3  2.40  48.9  42.9 – –  2.38 
W03  8.8  0.83  –  –  –  –  –  – – –  1.08 
W04  5.0  0.31  24.2  6.56  34.0  16.74  –  – – –  2.58  

Fig. 8. Nusselt number values vs Reynolds number at section J.  

Table I 
1. Proposed correlations for wire-coil inserts according to TSP values (Perez-Garcia et al, 2018).  

Laminar fluid flow regime (Re < ReCL) R2 Av.Dev Max.Dev 

TSP < 10(LowTSP)fL(L) = 2439.936Re− 0.969(p/d)− 1.033
(e/d)2.928

+ 14.554Re− 0.894(I.1)
1.00  3.9%  6.4% 

10 < TSP < 750(IntermediateTSP)e/d ≤ 0.1fL(Ia) = 163.84Re− 0.828(p/d)− 0.516
(e/d)1.077

(I.2)e/d = 0.2fL(Ib) = 13.66Re− 0.635(p/d)− 1.49
(I.3)

0.990.99  7.7%1.5%  12.1%1.8% 
TSP > 750(HighTSP)fL(H) = 40.568Re− 0.924(p/d)− 0.071

(e/d)0.426
(I.4)

0.99  6.5%  9.3% 
Transition fluid flow regime (ReCL < Re < ReCT) R2 Av.Dev Max.Dev 

TSP < 10(LowTSP)fTr(L) = − 4.68Â⋅105Re− 1.261(p/d)− 0.0004
(e/d)1.91

+ 2.51Â⋅105Re− 1.124(p/d)0.078
(e/d)1.998

+ 0.052(I.5)
0.97  16.5%  23.4% 

10 < TSP < 750(IntermediateTSP)e/d ≤ 0.1fTr(Ia) = 0.163Re− 0.32(p/d)5.547
(e/d)1.057

+ 1.294Re0.299(p/d)3.838
(e/d)1.606

(I.6)e/d =

0.2fTr(Ib) = Constant  0.97  6.7%  14.1% 

TSP > 750(HighTSP)fTr(H) = 1.12Re− 0.048(p/d)− 0.449
(e/d)1.061

(I.7)
0.96  9.2%  22.9% 

Low turbulent fluid flow regime (Re > ReCT) R2 Av.Dev Max.Dev 

TSP < 10(LowTSP)fT(L) = 1442.197Re− 0.173(p/d)1.348
(e/d)3.393

+ 0.091Re− 0.037(I.8)
0.99  3.1%  6.9% 

10 < TSP < 750(IntermediateTSP)e/d ≤ 0.1fT(Ia) = 7.926Re− 0.182(p/d)− 0.848
(e/d)1.267

(I.9)e/d = 0.2fT(Ib) =

113.469Re− 0.409(p/d)− 1.819
(e/d)1.645

(I.10)e/d = 0.286Re > ReCLfT(Ic) = Eq.(11) 0.990.99  7.7%3.3%  14.9%4.0% 

TSP > 750(HighTSP)fT(H) = 12.907Re[− 0.377(p/d)− 0.483 ](p/d)− 1.794
(e/d)0.965

+ 0.297(p/d)− 9.528
(I.11)

0.96  8.4%  23.6%  

Table II 
1. Measurement accuracy, technical data provided by the manufacturer for 
friction factor.  

Measurement Error 

Pressure Sensor ± 0,075% of the measuring range 
Coriolis mass Flow meter ± 0,2% of the measurement 
Tube length ± 1 mm 
Tube diameter ± 0,1 mm  

Table II 
2. Measurement accuracy, technical data provided by the manufacturer for 
Nusselt number.  

Measurement Error 

Voltage ±0.04% of the reading ± 0.03% of the measuring range 
Intensity ±0,3% of the value 
PT100 1/10 DIN Class B 0,03 ͦC 
Thermocouples (T type) 0,5 ͦC  
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relation to W03 and W04 specimens. 
With this preliminary analysis, based on the analysis of the results of 

the friction coefficient for the four wire-coil inserts studied, it could be 
possible to predict the geometric characteristics of the most suitable 
wire-coil inserts for any application (in our work, it is applied to a harp 
type flat-plate solar collector). However, the definitive selection of the 
optimal wire-coils will be confirmed with the detailed analysis of the 
experimental results of heat transfer. Due to the importance of these 
results, they are presented in the following section. 

4. Validation of the methodology through experimental heat 
transfer results 

This section presents the results obtained from the heat transfer tests. 
The experimental planning was carried out in view of the friction factor 
curves, in order to study laminar, transition to turbulence, and low 
turbulence regimes for all the devices studied. The objective was to 
determine how the change in regime induced by the wire-coils affects 
the thermal behaviour of the collector, through measurements of the 
absorber plate temperatures and the estimation of the tube-side Nusselt 
number. 

4.1. Absorber plate temperature 

Fig. 7 summarizes the experimental results of temperature at the 
absorber plate at an axial location at 1290 mm, where the thermocou-
ples were fixed as shown in Fig. 3(b). The increase of the tube-side heat 
transfer convective coefficient results in a decrease of the absorber 
temperature, fact that has a positive impact on the efficiency of a solar 
collector. The results for the five representative Reynolds numbers given 
in Table 5 are shown for the smooth tube and the four wire-coils 
employed. 

Re ¼ 300 
In Fig. 7(a), it is shown how the only wire-coil insert that exhibits 

enhancement potential with respect to the smooth tube is the device 
W03, the wire coil with the lowest value of ReCL. The specimens W01 
and W02 worsen the results of the smooth tube. In solar collectors 
working at low Reynolds number, heat transfer in smooth tubes is 
enhanced by mixed convection, which may be disturbed by the sec-
ondary flows induced by the wire coils. 

Re ¼ 700 
At this Reynolds number, all the wire-coils are operating above their 

ReCL, causing a sufficiently disturbed flow to increase heat transfer in 
comparison with the purely laminar regime within the smooth tube. It 
can be observed in Fig. 7 (b) that the wire coil W03 remains exhibiting 
the best thermal performance (ΔT = 6.1 ◦C). The insert W04, due to its 
geometry, has a highly differentiated hydraulic behavior between the 
laminar and turbulent regime with its abrupt transition. In a turbulent 
regime it behaves like an artificial roughness with a separation mecha-
nism that greatly disturbs the flow and largely increases heat transfer. 
But if it worked in this range of Reynold numbers in a solar collector, it 
would present an unstable and unpredictable behavior. 

The wire-coils W01 and W02 would be working at the beginning of 
their transition region, the flow disturbance is moderate and as a result 
the increase in heat transfer is limited. The W04 begins to stand out from 
the rest (ΔT = 5.1 ◦C) and approaches the behaviour of W03. The inserts 
W01 and W02 behaves similar, with the same order of temperature 
decrease with respect to the smooth tube than for the two previous 
Reynolds numbers (ΔT = 3.1 and 2.4 ◦C, respectively). 

Re ¼ 940 
At this higher Reynolds number that exceeds significantly, for all the 

wire-coils studied the ReCL, there is a sufficiently disturbed flow to in-
crease the heat transfer in relation to the purely laminar regime within 
the smooth tube. All the inserts significantly decrease the temperature of 
the absorber plate. In order (from the most to the least): W03, W04, 
W01, W02 (ΔT = 6.1, 5.4, 4.7 and 3.8 ◦C, respectively), Fig. 7(d). 

Re ¼ 2000 
This Reynolds number was selected for the smooth tube as the upper 

value for laminar flow. In addition, this value is close to the estimated 
ReCT in all the wire-coil inserts. This is therefore the value that would 
provide a maximum increase in heat transfer. All the inserts have a very 
similar absorber panel temperature. The temperature reductions are 
between 6 ◦C and 6.7 ◦C. As depicted in Fig. 8, the notable increase in the 
convective heat transfer coefficients promoted by wire coil inserts, with 
values of Nusselt number significantly higher than those of the smooth 
tube, have a great impact on the resulting temperature in the absorber 
panel. 

Re ¼ 3000 
The reductions in the absorber temperature regarding the smooth 

collector are much more moderate as shown in Fig. 7(e). This is due to 
the fact that in the smooth tube at this Reynolds number, the transition 
to turbulent regime has already taken place, and a large increase in the 
convection coefficients is experienced. Therefore, the enhancement 
potential of the wire-coil inserts is lower in this case (the temperature 
reductions are between 1.7 ◦C and 2 ◦C, depending on the geometry of 
the insert). It should be noted that the W02 insert is now the best device 
from the thermal point of view along with the W03, but with a much 
lower level of pressure loss increase. 

4.2. Peripheral temperature at section J: Nusselt number computation 

Table 5 shows the Nusselt number values computed at section J 
together with their associated uncertainty value. The high experimental 
uncertainty computed is due to the small temperature difference be-
tween wall and fluid (Tp-Tf ). The Nusselt uncertainty can be employed to 
identify the onset of transition. For the specimen W03, only the Nusselt 
number for Re = 300 is shown, while for the smooth tube the results for 
all the Reynolds numbers studied are shown. 

The analogy between friction factor and heat transfer is clearly 
depicted in Fig. 8. It shows the Nusselt number values versus the Rey-
nolds number, for all the wire-coils studied and the smooth tube. The 
onset of transition for each device is clearly observed. It is observed how 
the wire-coil insert W03 has an outstanding behaviour, with Nu values 
at Re = 300 above even those reported for the smooth tube that is in 
mixed convection. The other wire coils show a worse thermal behaviour 
with respect to the smooth tube for Re = 300. For higher Reynolds 
numbers, Nu values for insert W03 cannot be displayed because of the 
experimental uncertainty. The Nusselt number remains almost constant 
(Nu ~ 7) up to Re = 2000 for the smooth tube. The insert W04 produces 
a sudden increase in the Nusselt number as observed within friction 
factor curve, while the devices W01 and W02 have a similar behaviour 
and the increments in the Nusselt number happen more gradually as the 
Reynolds number increase, as expected from the analysis of the extended 
transition region with friction coefficient almost constant. 

In summary, the specimen W03 has reduced the temperature of the 
absorber in the range of Reynolds numbers studied. For Re from 700 to 
2000 all the inserts show a better thermal behaviour regarding the 
smooth tube, approaching gradually as they experiment transition to the 
outstanding behaviour of the W03 insert. However, at Re = 2000, the 
values of increase of friction factor with respect to the smooth tube are 
very different (fw/fs ~ 8 for W01 y W02 in contrast to fw/fs = 34 for 
W03). For Re = 3000, the smooth tube has already undergone the 
transition to turbulent regime, and therefore the enhancement potential 
of wire-coil inserts is more limited. 

The final selection depends on the operating Reynolds number range 
of the equipment. The wire-coils employed must have a ReCL lower than 
this range. The maximum enhancement is obtained for equipment 
working in a laminar regime at a Reynolds number close to the ReCT of 
the selected wire-coil. If the equipment is expected to work in a wide 
Reynolds number range, it is convenient to choose inserts whose ReCL- 
ReCT interval lies here and that provide a stable behaviour within this 
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region. The wire-coils like the W04 should be discarded, when its critical 
transition Reynolds number falls into the operating range of the equip-
ment, as they would present an unpredictable/unstable behaviour. If the 
pressure loss is important, a wire-coil with a stable behaviour and with 
the lower friction loss associated should be chosen. If the thermal 
equipment does not present restrictions in terms of pressure loss and the 
final aim is exclusively to maximize heat transfer, the specimen with 
stable behaviour and a higher level of friction (greater associated 
disturbance in the flow) could be chosen. For the equipment studied (a 
harp type solar collector) located in Cartagena (Southeast of Spain 
37◦36′ N, 0◦59′ W) working with a moderate glycol mixture at a wide 
Reynolds numbers range from 300 to 2000, a feasible option would be 
the wire-coil W03, since it promotes a perturbed regime throughout the 
working range and the friction in this case is not decisive since the 
collector only represents a small fraction of the total pressure loss in the 
forced circulation installation. 

5. Conclusions  

• The methodology proposed is based on the fact that the optimal wire- 
coil for a given application will be the one that due to its geometric 
characteristics develops an extended transition region that is as wide 
as possible, and that adjusts to the range of Reynolds numbers of the 
application under study, also maintaining a coefficient of friction as 
low as possible and constant. For the pre-selection of the adequate 
wire-coil geometry to insert, the non-dimensional parameter TSP is 
computed.  

• The methodology has been validated for a representative thermal 
application, a harp-type flat-plate solar collector. The thermo- 
hydraulic behaviour of four wire-coil inserts with different geome-
tries has been studied. The inserts analyzed exhibited significant 
differentiated behaviours in their friction factor curves and critical 
Reynolds numbers ReCL and ReCT, according to the Transition Shape 
Parameter values selected; TSPW01 = 759, TSPW02 = 196, TSPW03 =

35.3 and TSPW04 = 3,1 
• All the inserts advance the transition at much lower values of Rey-

nolds number than the smooth tube, from ReCL(W03) = 364 to 
ReCL(W02) = 663 depending on their geometry, and present an 
extended transition region with a nearly constant friction factor 
(except for the W04) up to ReCT(W01) = 2516, ReCT(W02) = 2286 and 
ReCT(W03) = 2324. The obtained experimental friction factor results 
have shown values of critical Reynolds numbers, in agreement with 
those predicted by the proposed correlations from Pérez-García et al 
[21] (relative errors of 2.5 % for ReCL and 8.6 % for ReCT).  

• The increase in the friction coefficient produced by the wire-coils, 
based on their geometry, has a limited influence on the pumping 
power required, since depending on the type of application it can 
represent a very low percentage in relation to the total losses of the 
whole installation, this is the case for a harp-type flat-plate solar 
collector. For the four wire-coils studied, and within the range of 
Reynolds numbers between 300 and 3000, the results obtained are: 
fW01/f s = 4.3, fW02/f s = 3.82, fW03/f s = 18.84 and fW04/f s = 7.94  

• Given the direct relationship between hydraulic and thermal 
behaviour, the information provided by the TSP is of great value, 
since it allows to define very precisely the different flow regions. 
Once these are established, the thermal behaviour of a specific 

geometry in each region can be qualitatively inferred allowing the 
selection of the optimal insert when several geometries are available.  

• The experimental results of heat transfer obtained for the validation 
of the proposed methodology indicate that within the range of 
Reynolds numbers between 300 and 3000, the wire-coil WO3 due to 
its low ReCL(W03) = 364 produces an enhancement in heat transfer in 
all cases and, therefore, a reduction in the absorber temperature. The 
maximum difference is encountered at Re = 2000 and of approxi-
mately Δt = 6 ◦C, which represents a 15.8 % with respect to the 
temperature of the absorber with a smooth tube. The rest of the wire- 
coils studied, as they present a higher ReCL improve heat transfer 
from Re = 700, promoting a different reduction in the absorber 
temperature depending on its geometric characteristics. It is note-
worthy that at Re = 2000 the differences measured in the absorber 
temperature are similar for the four wire-coils studied.  

• Regarding the Nusselt number, measured at section J, located at a 
distance of 1.61 m from the riser entrance (xJ = 0, 85Lriser), it is 
worthy to mention that, while in the smooth tube the Nusselt number 
remains constant at an approximate value of 7 up to Re = 2000, the 
four wire-coils produce a significant enhancement, being the average 
ratios NuW01/Nus = 2.67, NuW02/Nus = 2.38 (excluding the ratios 
NuW03/Nus and NuW04/Nus that due to the high uncertainty could not 
be evaluated in the entire range of Reynolds numbers).  

• The results show how the wire-coil inserts with a constant friction 
factor in the transition region have a better thermal behaviour when 
they operate in this region. Thus, in order to choose the optimal wire 
coil insert for a given application where there is information about 
the operating Reynolds numbers and the characteristic diameter of 
the tubes, a wire-coil with ratios p/d and e/d with e/d ≤ 0.1 should 
be selected to obtain an intermediate TSP range (10 < TSP < 750). 
The best option (appropriate value) will depend on the importance of 
the increase in pressure losses. In applications where pressure loss is 
not a limiting factor, an e/d ratio in the range 0.1 < e/d ≤ 0.2could 
also be chosen. Once the TSP has been obtained, and through the 
appropriate correlations, the critical Reynolds numbers ReCL and 
ReCT could be obtained (to verify that the obtained interval fits 
within the operating range of the application under study), and also 
the average friction factor in the extended transition region 
[ReCL − ReCT]. 
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Annex I. Proposed friction factor correlations for wire-coil inserts according to TSP values 

See Table I.1 
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Annex II. Uncertainty analysis 

II.1. Calculation of the uncertainty of the friction factor 

The Fanning friction factor is given by Eq (II.1) as a function of directly measured magnitudes, 

f =
d

2lp

Δp
ρU2 =

ρπ2

32
d5

lp

Δp
G2 (II.1) 

The total uncertainty of the calculation of the friction factor uf(T) is due to the accuracy of the measuring instruments uf and to the standard 
deviation of the measurements made σf (Eq. II.2) 
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(
∂f
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)2
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Table II.1 shows the main uncertainties that have been taken into account when calculating the uncertainty of the friction factor. 

II.2. Calculation of the uncertainty of the Nusselt number 

The Nusselt number is given by Eq. (II.4) depending on the magnitudes measured directly, 

Nu =
hD
k

=
q′′

Tw − Tf

d
k
=

1
πlpk

V I
(
Tw − Tf

) (II.4) 

The total uncertainty of the calculation of the Nusselt number uNu(T) is due to the accuracy of the measuring instruments uNu and to the standard 
deviation of the measurements made σNu (Eq. II.2) 

uNu(T) =
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Being, 
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The Table II.2 shows the technical data provided by the manufacturer since the measurement accuracies of the primary magnitudes are involved: 
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